Website for the Community

Better communication

Best results
Different roles in the CAB

- CAB Coordinator
- Established CAB members
- New CAB members
CAB Coordinator

- Participating on site-specific protocol teams, when applicable
- Advocating for innovative, efficient, and timely clinical trials
- Facilitating information
- Protecting the interests of research participants
- Training and mentoring CAB members
- Ensuring that IMPAACT scientific priorities = Community Research
- Bringing site to the ICAB Leadership Group
Established CAB Members

ECM

CAB MEMBER

It's very difficult!!!

Scientific terminology

Personas de ida y vuelta entre la comunidad y los investigadores

Hacer crecer a las personas

ECM

Scientific terminology

CAB MEMBER
New CAB Members

Protocol
Randomized
P1110
Baby of Mississippi
Double bind
Call Conference
Reviews of the protocols on time

Equality of information across the network
Identify Opportunities for Improvement

At the local CAB:

• Many CABs are “leader-dependant”
• It does not take into account individual learning needs

At the ICAB

• We do not know about the work of other CABs, therefore we cannot take advantage on their strengths
• We lose one of our biggest assets: the diversity of cultures and ideas
We can improve!
We need

- To optimize the use of time by not duplicating tasks
- To learn from every member
- To facilitate the work of those who weren’t able to attend the meeting
- To ensure a basic level of knowledge so that all opinions are equally informed
- To preserve acquired knowledge for those who come next
We have?

- Experts on their communities: You
- People with the ability to learn
- People with the ability to teach
- People with access to resources
- People with the desire to share what they’ve learned
Summary Studies

P 1110
P 1115
P 1107
P 1111
Network Information

Conferences
Meetings
Expos
Schedule
CONTACT

--

Nombre
Email
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Enviar
Wouldn’t that be wonderful?
In Summary

- Stop under-utilizing human resources: take advantage of the know-how of CAB leaders
- Standardize the CAB study-review process through Q&A templates
- Develop an online course on basic research concepts for CAB
- Optimize an intra-ICAB communication system
What can I do want to have a website?
Thank you very much!

lperelis@hivramos.org.ar